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FADE IN:
RHYTHM & BUSINESS
talented and unorganized
is a clich

It’s not easy to create a business from your art! Balancing music production and
music business can be overwhelming. But with a plan, you CAN create a viable
“product” out of your music, reach a larger audience, and set yourself up to be
paid when it’s used and enjoyed. It just takes some creativity and perseverence.
Imagine getting your music to an outlet (maybe one you haven’t considered) that
earns you fans or income on a regular basis. For this, you need a competitive
sound and a streamlined workflow to keep you on track from composing through
mastering, publishing, and promotion. With this guide, you can create this
workflow, get organized, and be poised for more music business opportunities.
Like so many artists starting out, I used to avoid the thought of getting my
business affairs in order. I just wanted to make music! For years I struggled to do
anything with my instrumental compositions, feeling they were too ‘quirky’ for any
popular market. Then I discovered music licensing, where my music started being
used in syndicated TV shows on 3 continents, earning me a decent income.
Now, as a mastering engineer, I see the same struggle in my clients that I had.
Artists want to reach audiences who enjoy and will pay for their art. I hope that my
experience on the long road to releasing your own music can helps other artists.
That’s why I created this guide to get you started.
Your challenge is to work on every point below that applies to you. In a nutshell:
create your very best musical product, bring it to its best market, set yourself up
to be paid when it gets used, and always be promoting. It’s a labor of love, and a
learning adventure. I wish you success with your music!
-Mark

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
let’s get your affairs in order
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We all love making music. But without some basic business structure in place, and
a competitive product to bring to the right market, the truth is that it is hard to
earn any real money from your musical efforts.
Make no mistake, there are lots of folks earning six figures a year from their
music—I’ve personally known many—and they have certain things in common.
One is that they always have their business affairs in order. Some of this may feel
foreign at first, but when you have a plan, it’s really not so scary.
I wanted this guide to help you TAKE ACTION so I included many helpful links
to get you started. (Some of these may be affiliate links that help both my music
business and yours.) They all should help you fast-track your independent music
business.
As you explore the following pages, I highly suggest you DESIGN YOUR OWN
PERSONAL TO DO LIST by highlighting all the items that apply to your personal
goals, and check them off as you complete them.
Here we go!

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ʠʠ Boldly go where most artists fear to tread, and get organized! Follow books and
guides (like this one) to help build your music business
ʠʠ Plan the work and work the plan
I encourage you to print out this guide and use it as a roadmap. Highlight the important bits,
check off the bullet points, scribble in the margins, and make a giant to-do list out of it.

ʠʠ Step 1: Create a business: Register a sole proprietorship (a “d/b/a” or “fictitious
business name”) at your local City Hall (small fee)
Your business name must be unique, at least within the media arts segment. Cross-check for
originality with your Secretary of State office’s website, also with Google, a domain provider (I like
NameCheap) and do a publisher name search (both ASCAP and BMI offer name searches).

ʠʠ Apply for an EIN/tax ID# (IRS.gov, free)

You’ve given your business a name, now give it a number. Protect your privacy by always giving
out this number for your business instead of your social security number, for example when
opening a checking account.

ʠʠ Open a Business Checking Account (fees vary by bank)

Most banks charge their business customers fees. For simple and FREE, I like Azlo bank (but
they’re online-only). Bring your new business certificate, personal identification, tax id#, and some
funds for an initial deposit. Use this account to pay for all music-related expenses from now on.

ʠʠ How to stay organized

Always save digital and physical paperwork (receipts, agreements, etc.) that have anything to do
with your music endeavors. Add tags to emails, and use one of those accordion file folders for
different categories of paper receipts. Bonus: ask an accountant or bookkeeper how you can get
your financial world organized NOW, to save you money and stress at tax time.

ʠʠ Affiliate with a Performing Rights Organization (PRO) (fees vary)

Before choosing, learn a bit about the difference between the various agencies (check BMI and
ASCAP in the U.S., ask peers). Once approved, set up direct deposit with your new PRO using
your business bank info. Artists: you want to affiliate as both a writer and a publisher. Find out if
your PRO requires double opt-in, once as a writer and once as a publisher.

ʠʠ Register with SoundExchange (free)

SoundExchange collects digital mechanical royalties generated by MASTER RECORDINGS (not
songwriting royalties) on behalf of master recording owners and the performers on them.

ʠʠ Affiliate with the Harry Fox Agency (free)

HFA handles U.S. mechanical licensing and worldwide royalty collections, data management, and
YouTube™ monetization, if you’re going in those directions.
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MUSIC PRODUCTION
focus on your craft
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At each stage there are things that artists tend to overlook because they are so
busy with creating. There are plenty of articles online about the technical aspects
of recording, so let’s focus here on productivity.
Music Production for our purposes includes writing, pre-production, and recording.
Pre-production is the most overlooked phase so it holds great potential for most
indie artists to step up their game. Spend some time thinking of your project like a
manager—for example, think about the best personnel and tools for the end result
you seek, and set out a rough timetable with milestones to hit along the way. Then
keep yourself on track with incentives.
Get the sounds you want upfront. Knowing that the low end in a Rhodes track will
muddy up a full mix, you filter it out on the way in. Work toward a musical vision,
and save energy and prevent decision fatigue. Your projects will usually get done
faster and better when you separate music production from mixing.
During production, musicians often overlook some of the most important
paperwork—split sheets, sample clearance, cover licenses, and helpful tools like
lyric sheets. You’ll learn how to put these to your advantage in this section.

MUSIC PRODUCTION
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ʠʠ Pre-production: For every project, define the musical vision and work backward

Visualize your finished music upfront. Where will it be used/consumed? Where might it be most
needed and appreciated--direct sales to fans, streaming, TV shows, video soundtracks, video
games, libraries...? Schedule time to devote to music every week, and stick to it. What gear or
personnel would make it absolutely amazing? How else could you collaborate or invest in this
project to make it better? Taking time to visualize now will spawn new ideas and clearer direction.

ʠʠ Secure licenses for covers and clear all samples as needed

Obtain a mechanical license to cover an existing song through Loudr.fm or from the Harry Fox
Agency’s Songfile.com. BMI and ASCAP provide searchable databases to find the song publishers
who upon request may grant you permission to use their songs/samples. It makes sense to
research these things upfront before investing in a production you won’t be allowed to release.

ʠʠ Have all songwriters sign Split Sheets

Before wrapping up any songwriting session, be sure to get each contributor’s contact info and
composition ownership percentages in writing, signed by all. Remember that anyone in the room
during a writing session is entitled to a percentage of ownership, so curate your writing sessions
accordingly. Keep in mind that a split sheet alone may not protect 100% of your rights. Hire an
entertainment lawyer if you feel the need for a formal agreement.

ʠʠ Create a well-formatted lyric sheet for each song

Lyric sheets are super convenient and useful for co-writers, labels, music supervisors, synch
companies, and social media. Songtown has a template. SongTrust has one too.

ʠʠ Build your team and get everyone on the same page

Music always involves collaboration. Set expectations upfront about roles, timelines, budget. Be
realistic about your strengths, and look into taking on partners who can do a better job at certain
things, save you time & energy (like performers or mix engineers), and keep you moving forward.

ʠʠ Recording & Production

A great finished product starts with a great recording. That’s too much to cover here but
remember some key points: Keep files as pristine and close to the source recordings as possible.
Keep recording levels modest, as digital clipping can ruin your sound. And always avoid ALL
unnecessary file type and sample rate conversions. Follow my link for more technical tips. Beyond
all this, always follow the energy in a session, and keep a constructive vibe in the studio!

MIXING
the studio is the instrument
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You’ve captured the best recorded tracks you could. Depending on how many
decisions you’ve made upfront in production, mixing can either be a messy
process of dealing with unfinished tracks, repair work, layering samples, etc. or a
smooth process of inspired balancing and refinement.
Continue to keep organized any paperwork, digital receipts, agreements, invoices
from contractors you’ve hired, etc., so that if and when your music gains larger
interest (like from a label), you’ll be set up to make a favorable deal.
Manage your project like a leader, by cultivating relationships with partners and
mentors, working on promotion, and always keeping your eye on next steps. Let’s
see what those are on the next page.

MIXING
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ʠʠ Separate the recording, mixing, and mastering phases

Using different studios/engineers/DAWs/rooms for recording, mixing, and mastering brings
fresh energy, new ideas, a different perspective, different listening environments, and better
working methods. Partners can help your music sound better than you can achieve alone. If
you’re completely solo, you can emulate this by reserving mixing for a certain day or time of day,
according to how you usually feel at those times. Perhaps use a separate set of monitors, rooms,
or different DAW session for mixingvs recording—whatever brings a fresh perspective.

ʠʠ Gather the team

Read carefully and organize all agreements you sign with artists, engineers, and other business
personnel. Don’t be shy about getting things in writing. Be honest with yourself and hire
professionals who fill in gaps in your expertise—a better product will result, and you’ll feel more
professional yourself. If you have some budget, find freelancers to help with contracts, financial,
tax, and promotional needs. Partner with mixing & mastering engineers to take your tracks further
than you can alone. Relax, experiment, learn from mistakes, and always be looking ahead.

ʠʠ Pre-mix: Organize all tracks for your mix engineer

Save time, budget, and hassles by setting your mix engineer up with files exactly how they
want them. Use very simple and clear track labeling. Provide reference tracks i.e. names of
commercial tunes that share a vision with your songs. Provide your best, most agreed-upon rough
mix of each tune. Follow the link for more mixing success tips.

ʠʠ Create an EPK / Electronic Press Kit and media for social

During breaks from mixing is a good time to organize album artwork, artist photos, plan promo
videos, shoot interviews or music video b-roll, create social media posts about the process. People
love media that shows ‘behind the scenes,’ before-and-after, ‘making of,’ ‘unplugged,’ etc. Use
media planning tools and calendars to help you plan ahead and stay organized.

ʠʠ Get the most out of your mixing sessions

Inspire your mix engineer to do their best work by keeping your mix revision notes brief and to
the point. Compile notes from all band members into one very concise list (consider using Trello,
Slack, GoogleDocs, etc.) before communicating with your mix engineer. Don’t overwhelm them.
Give the engineer ONE point of contact with your band to avoid communication chaos. Use the
engineer’s preferred method of communication. If they say to keep all comments in emails, then
use email. Listen hard—take the time to really understand where your music is trying to go. Try to
use emotional language. How do you want it to feel? Avoid focusing on specific technical issues
when critiquing a mix because any one change will affect the whole mix anyway.
If your mixing engineer is YOU then all of this still applies. Seek perspective from other engineers
and other playback systems. Be critical about how your stuff sounds on other systems.

MASTERING
make polished material
you will be proud of
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Mastering can make a critical difference to how your music is accepted by labels,
bloggers, and fans. More than just loudness, mastering enhances dynamics, width,
depth, overall feel and tone, fidelity, and can help noise issues. It is relatively costeffective and turn-key for how much it can help your music, yet it is the #1 stage
that many indie artists forego.
I am a mastering engineer now, but I used to skip this stage myself years ago. Of
course, when I listen to my old tracks now, I cringe. By today’s higher standards for
fidelity and loudness, many of them would never have earned as much in royalties
as they did. Times change, and expectations increase. It’s our job to keep ‘wow’ing audiences.
Today, music markets are flooded with material. Your tracks need to be clean,
polished, punchy, and loud to be considered. People just expect it, otherwise they
are unimpressed and move on to the next thing. Besides, knowing you’ve taken
your music as far as you possibly could just feels satisfying.
For an overview of the various options you have for mastering, from online
mastering ‘robots,’ to do-it-yourself mastering, to custom mastering by a
professional, see my too-long-form blog post A Guide to Mastering Your Own
Music.

MASTERING
ʠʠ Envision your final product

The mastering process can tune your final mix to achieve the emotional response you want
from your listeners. Here’s a great article by Universal Audio on the importance of mastering.
Learn what can be achieved in mastering by listening to before/after examples, and set your
expectations accordingly. Do you need single song mastering, album mastering, vinyl or
CD masters? Choose a mastering engineer whose taste and portfolio you admire. Choose
someone who communicates well. Read their blog content or interview them and get a sense of
how they like to work.

ʠʠ Prepare mixes for mastering

Save time in revisions by making sure your tracks sound consistent, without any jarring or noisy
elements that need tucking back into the mix. Create a list of 3 reference tracks for each song
to be mastered and what you like about them. References are songs that share some common
vision with your songs, e.g. you may like the low end on Ref 1, the vocal level on Ref 2, etc.
Provide at least 24-bit mix output (32-bit preferred) and always avoid unnecessary sample rate
and file format conversions.

ʠʠ Be able to communicate your vision for your music

If you hire a mastering engineer, you’ll want to give them clear direction. Be poetically brief. Use
emotional words, like “warm and fuzzy in the verses” and avoid technical terms like “limiting”
and “clipping.” You don’t need to tell a master mechanic what tools to use to fix your car. You
want them to use their creativity and not just science to achieve your vision.

ʠʠ Stay on top of business

As always, read and save all agreements, receipts, and invoices. Remember your long-term
vision for your music career before you spend money on anything. Have funds for deposits for
contractors prepared in advance. Listen to new music regularly to stay inspired. Get active in
(online or live) communities, meet new folk, and consider barters and collaborations. You know
what helps you stay positive and healthy, and what brings you down, so be your own #1 fan and
take good care of yourself.

ʠʠ Prepare full metadata for all tracks

You or your mastering engineer should embed all credits, contact info, genre, BPM, and other
details into the metadata of your final output files. Add select lyrics, concepts, and keywords into
metadata fields to help your music be found by music supervisors, PROs, etc. If you want your
music to be discovered, accurate and complete metadata is like free advertising. And check
twice to be sure all spelling is correct!
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WORKS REGISTRATION
& BEYOND
protect and promote your work
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By this time, if you’ve put into place the strategies in this e-book, your music
sounds better than ever, you’ve got better project management habits, and you’re
confident about taking your music to a larger audience.
Unfortunately, writing, rehearsing, performing, recording, and mixing music isn’t
enough! We need to reach fans. In promoting your work, you are advocating for
yourself, and sharing a piece of yourself with others. You must bring your music to
THEM—don’t count on them to find you in the overwhelming ocean of media.
Remember that people are attracted to those with a positive attitude who know
where they’re going. Enjoy the adventure of connecting with new audiences over
your music and finding new ways to share it. Friends, fans, and partners can come
from places you least expect.
Consider hiring out for distribution and promotion, so you can get back to making
more music. Remember, you are the only one who can originate the material,
whereas many people can mix it, master it, distribute it, and help promote it.
Follow your strengths, whatever they are, and collaborate on the rest.
Something I mention in the pages ahead but want to call out again here: Some
aggregators/distribution/administrators will handle works registration with your
Performing Rights Organization (PRO), copyright registration, procuring ISRC and
UPC codes, and more as part of their services to you. So if you’re signing with one,
find out the full scope of the deal before you waste time on these sub-services.
Going forward, stay open to the feedback life brings you. Be willing to change
course when it makes sense. But always focus on that special thing you bring.

PROTECT, RELEASE, PROMOTE
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ʠʠ Get ready for promotion

Finish the song/album artwork. Write a good promo. Share insights about your craft, your process,
your feelings, song snippets, etc. in regular social media updates. Research articles, courses, social
media groups, etc. that can help you identify new outlets for your music including distribution
deals, music licensing, or promotional arrangements. (More ideas for music promotion below)

ʠʠ Study up on music business terms and contracts

There are so many books about various segments of the music business. Take some time to learn
the ins and outs of how you get paid in your niche, and what exactly you own and can therefore
sell or license. For example, you can learn from your PRO’s website about how royalties are split
into writer’s and publisher’s shares, and how and when you get paid for various uses of your music.

ʠʠ Consider joining up with a music aggregator/distributor

Research and compare the many options available for companies who shop, administer, register,
and promote your music in exchange for fees and/or a percentage of ownership. If you already
have a relationship with a distributor, now is the time to upload and register your songs. If you’re
curious about sync licensing or streaming, I like TuneCore because they’re friendly and helpful,
artists can get sync placements, and after fees, artists keep 100% of their royalties for life.

ʠʠ Register all tracks with your Performing Rights Organization (PRO)

This is a most critical step since PROs track your music’s usage and pay your performance royalties.
See Section 1, ’Affiliate with a Performing Rights Organization’ for details and links. Then follow
their guidelines for registering your music with them.

ʠʠ Get ISWC & ISRC codes for compositions and masters

Protect future royalty streams with unique international identifier codes for both songs and
masters. Obtain the codes from your PRO or, if you have a publishing administration deal, ask
first—they may do this for you. Songtrust describes it all at the link above. Use SoundExchange to
research existing ISRC codes if needed.

ʠʠ Register copyrights within 3 months of songwriting completion

Copyright.gov offers some short articles on works registration that will make you a rights “expert”
in a matter of minutes. TIP: Register up to 10 songs all at once as a ”Collective Work” for only
one fee (currently $55, vs. $35 for individual works). FIRST, check if your distributor handles
copyright registration for you (many do). Check with your PRO too and, if you have a publishing
administration deal, they may also do this for you.

ʠʠ Overwhelmed? Consider a publishing administrator

In exchange for a percentage of your publishing share (usually 15%), you’ll gain streamlined works
registration with your PRO, assistance with deal negotiation, and accounting of your compositionside royalties. Most deals allow the writer to retain 100% of their writer’s ownership and copyright.

PROTECT, RELEASE, PROMOTE
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ʠʠ Sign & return any outstanding agreements and Letters of Direction (LODs)

Keep copies of every agreement made with writers, partners, and professionals involved in any
part of your music business. Organize all digital and physical records. An ounce of attention
upfront can be worth many pounds (and dollars) in royalties and court fees!

ʠʠ Obtain a UPC code (or EAN in Europe) for physical media

Protect your media sales with unique international identifier codes for both your compositions
and your sound recordings. A UPC is required for Nielsen SoundScan tracking (see below). Obtain
from your PRO or, if you have publishing administration, they may do this for you. Note that you
don’t need a UPC/EAN for products you plan to give away for free.

ʠʠ Register with Nielsen SoundScan for commercial ratings

Billboard charts the sales and determines ratings from Nielsen BDS (which detects and tracks
radio, television, and online plays). To have your music included in SoundScan, use the link here.

ʠʠ Keep an impressive online presence

You can host a simple one-page “website” at sites like bandcamp.com, but if you want to create
an experience, host video, and sell merch, I like WordPress; it’s free and it’s a blank canvas that can
be anything you want it to be. You will need some budget for domain, hosting, plugins, themes,
and contract help. I recommend getting a domain at NameCheap, hosting from SiteGround, and
WordPress themes from StudioPress. I’ve used many freelancers to help with website design on
fiverr.com, upwork.com, and guru.com, in order of cost and experience level from low to high.

ʠʠ Put your music through any ‘speaker’ you can find

Maximum exposure! Host your EPK on your manager’s / label’s website. Get featured on their
social feeds. Find new influencers and communities who would be excited to hear your music,
and exchange posts with them on social media, streaming services, BandCamp, SoundCloud, key
music blogs for your genre, indie labels, peers’ websites, local venues, college radio stations, local
DJs, film/TV/advertising music supervisors.... Keep sharing your work and your message.

ʠʠ Find bold, new ways to grow your circle

Here are some more ideas: Create cross-promotional shows or contests for partners that share
each others’ audiences (fellow musicians, engineers, bloggers, club owners, etc.). Consider using
a track as a freebie download with merch sales, courses, memberships, or other things you sell.
Discover new places music like yours is being used e.g., licensing for video games, corporate ads
and events, film & TV, sample libraries. Start a crowdfunding campaign for your next album. Ask
your champion fans who they know that’s doing music at a higher level than you, and how can
you can interview them. Get feedback from mastermind or industry Facebook groups. Take online
music business courses and coaches. Get on lots of mailing lists and learn all you can from free
online webinars held by music aggregators & distributors, music licensing supervisors, YouTube,
social media groups, industry seminars like NAMM, AES, and MixCon, bookstores, and even your
local interlibrary loan.

GO BOLDLY
now you know. go get ‘em.

Whew! That was like a micro-course in music entrepreneurship! You might feel
overwhelmed right now—that’s normal. But you are ready to create a better
musical product and bring it to a larger audience.
I put some research into this one! Legally, I have to say that everything in here
is for educational use only. And it does contain a few affiliate links for services I
personally use and like. If you follow these links, I appreciate your support. Send
any feedback to masterit@stellarsoundlabs.com. I’d love to hear from you!
As a mastering engineer and producer, I’m not a lawyer, accountant, or business
genius but I’m happy to give you honest feedback on your music to help you
achieve your vision. If you would like a free listen and estimate for professional
mastering please visit stellarsoundlabs.com/custom-mastering-estimate-order
Work your strenghths, stay positive, and keep creating!
Mark Scetta
After 25 years of producing commercial and popular music, Mark now focuses on custom
mastering for ambitious indie artists, supporting their vision, helping them grow, and getting
their music ready for streaming, sales, and licensing. His self-designed professional mastering
studio is in Providence, Rhode Island, USA. Hit him up at Mark@StellarSoundLabs.com and on
Instagram @StellarSoundLabs

GET A FREE ESTIMATE
FOR CUSTOM MASTERING
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